Editors’

CHOICE
The Scarlet Huntington
San Francisco

THE SCARLET HUNTINGTON (THESCARLETHOTELS.COM/SF) IS AN UNINHIBITED
haven in one of San Francisco’s most alluring neighborhoods, and upholds a
tradition of high standards and gracious service. The majority of the former
Huntington Hotel’s devoted staff – many of whom have worked at the property for more than 20 years – greets guests with the same personalized service
and attention that has graced the property with its iconic red façade for years.
Originally constructed as an apartment building in 1924 with high ceilings and
crown molding, the property has been recreated as a chic and discerningly different boutique hotel with modern luxuries and comforts, but still gives guests
the cozy feeling of staying at a friend’s upscale home.
Decades of history and character infuse The Scarlet Huntington’s Big 4
Restaurant with an unmatched passion for flavorful cuisine, accented by its
celebrated hotel bar – a place both to see and be seen in San Francisco’s iconic
Nob Hill. Guests will be tempted by innovative menus drawing inspiration from
a rich culinary background featuring Moroccan, Asian-Fusion, Rustic Italian, and
seasonal California cuisine.
An urban escape atop San Francisco, Nob Hill Spa welcomes guests to a
refuge of indulgent pampering, personalized service, rejuvenating treatments,
and captivating skyline views. Adjacent to the hotel lobby on the ground floor
of The Scarlet Huntington, this three-level oasis extends below to offer 10 treatment rooms, a Zen relaxation room, saunas, steam rooms, an indoor infinity
pool, whirlpool, and a workout room.
Perched atop Nob Hill, one of San Francisco’s most iconic neighborhoods,
The Scarlet Huntington is also the place to meet. Each event space is designed
for comfort amidst a setting of elegant, modern luxury. Their meeting rooms
are bold, yet intimate – each with an identity all their own.
Time and again, The Scarlet Huntington welcomes guests with the highest levels of service, warmth, and hospitality for which it has always been
known.
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Clockwise from top right: Big 4 restaurant; premium room; infinity pool; and the Nob Hill Spa sitting area
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